3rd Steering Committee Meeting
Hands Up Project - Brussels

- Monitor the implementation of the project
- Develop strategies for the implementation of future activities of the project
- Discuss the evaluation process of the Project
- Final Conference Program

Meeting Agenda

26th March

26th March

15:00 Official welcome

15:15 Presentations by the participants (implementation of the activities in each partner country, challenges faced and lessons learned)
Every partner will have 15 minutes to present its work

16:15 Coffee Break

16:30 Exchange of strategies for the implementation of final activities

17:00 Presentation and suggestions for the agenda of Final Conference at Porto

18:00 Leaving
27th March

09:00   Evaluation point of situation and discussion about evaluation methodology of coaching and awareness campaigns (led by Korina)

09:30   Other issues

10:00   Leaving

          Lunch

13:00   European Policy Dialogue Meeting